Where to Shoot Locally by Gabrielle Garrett
The beginner archer can take lessons at their local archery store or club’s indoor range, going back for
practice time, events or to try out new equipment. We are lucky to have so many indoor and outdoor
archery ranges in our area right now (Santa Cruz and Santa Clara counties) where we can improve and
test our skills and meet other archers. If archery is your passion, be sure to join your local and regional
archery club at the very least. If you want to compete in state and/or national tournaments be sure to join
the NFAA which also includes California State Archery Association membership. Go to: www.nfaausa.com
for more information.

MAKING AN ARCHERY RANGE AT HOME
To be successful in archery or bowhunting, like
anything else, requires practice, practice, practice.
If you have room for a home archery range in your
backyard, barn, garage, etc. and it can be safe
and lawful, then by all means make yourself a
range!
For those living within city limits, you need to
check with your local ordinances to see if you can
shoot in your backyard or not. If you cannot shoot
in your backyard, some people find their garage
or basement to be a good alternative.
Debbie Archer’s backyard 3D range with carpet on
chain link fence back stop.

Always keep in mind how shooting on your
property will look to neighbors and local law
enforcement. If you have a big property with lots
of privacy you have it made.

Setting up an Indoor Range
The backstop is sometimes the biggest item to invest in when setting
up an archery range. The Shield Backstop is a great option as they are
easy on arrows and very durable. The Shield offers a hanging rack too,
which holds it properly and fits most places, including outdoors. For a
less expensive option hang a thick wall of carpet at least 18” behind
your target and 24” from any wall. More distance away from target and
wall is even better.
For shooting indoors, the best targets are bag or compressed foam.
They can stand alone and arrows stick in them well. With any target be
sure to pick the kind that is best for your bowstyle. Some are made just
for low poundage bows and others for speeds up to 325 fps, which
covers most compound bows with field points. If you are planning to
shoot broadhead points you need the foam block targets or 3D animal
targets. The nice thing about the bag targets is that you can hang them
from a stand or from the ceiling on a rod of some kind with ropes and
carabineers. (See pictured a well-used garage set up with a Morrell
Yellow Jacket bag target)

Setting up an Outdoor Archery Range
With limited space and the risk of damaging property or people, archery shooting at home is not always
ideal. For those with the space and opportunity the backyard outdoor range is the most ideal shooting
situation. There are a variety of target options for the outdoor range, from bales of straw, hanging bag
targets, block targets, 3D and more. A good target back stop should always be considered with any target
regardless of the shooting situation. A cleared embankment makes the best backstop. If you have the
space, placing a large pile of sand or dirt behind your target will stop arrows. If you can’t have either of
those options here are some ideas for safe backstops and targets to use with them.

Outdoor backstop and target ideas

This is a fantastic outdoor backstop wall someone
made. Complete directions at
https://survivingprepper.com/building-suburbanoutdoor-archery-range/

A great long-use straw bale outdoor target with
covering from weather and backstop built into it. I
would put a solid foam backing behind bales in case
the arrows miss or go through the straw. I would
also put a pallet under the bottom bale to keep it off
the ground in case of heavy rain.
Instead of straw you could set a large bag target
inside or even hang a bag target inside.
Always choose straw bales, rather than hay bales.
Hay attracts animals who like to eat it. Straw is not
food.

It is nice to have bales on a pallet to keep dry or just
make everything higher, but it is not a good idea to
have a stone, cement or brick wall behind the
target. Arrows will break if they miss or go through
the bales.

Nifty idea to keep targets high or to use as a
backstop wall. Bales will need to be covered
in case of rain so they do not get saturated
and rot.
Tightly banded straw bales are good for all
bowstyles and draw weights, using field
points. It is also okay to shoot fixed blade
broadheads into bales, however bales might
damage mechanical broadheads. It is best to
only shoot foam targets with broadheads and
use field points for every other type of target.

Putting a large piece of carpet behind your
target will prevent damage to your fence and
arrows if you are shooting recurves,
longbows or less than 30 lbs. The target
being used in this picture is only good for
traditional archery shooting, less than 30 or
35 lbs draw weight. Get the right target for
the bows that will be used with it.

Easy to make pvc target stands and
equipment holders:

https://www.archery360.com/2018/08/16/diy-bowtarget-stands-can/

https://todoityourself.com/diy-pvc-target-stand/
Deck range at the home of Carl and Gabrielle: We
have a very open back yard in a residential
neighborhood, with a nice flat grassy yard we cannot
shoot on. We also have a large 14-yard long deck
attached to the back of our house, on the top floor,
and 2 smaller decks below. One deck is raised and is
rain proof. The other deck sits next to a gravel path,
about 2 feet lower. Both decks are enclosed and the
ceiling is adequately high for a compound bow range.
We had a wood wall built as a backstop, with a 3’x5’
SHIELD backstop hanging in front of it to catch shoot
through arrows. A sturdy compound bag target hangs
on the front stand. When standing next to a tree in
the yard one person can shoot 20 yards nicely and
without raising neighbor alarm.

